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Potential of using existing public

transport infrastructure



Multimodal e-mobility with multi-

purpose charging infrastructure



Multi-modal (e-)mobility

Public transport + Carsharing in Bremen by BSAG and MOVE ABOUT

Feasibility study of further stations for integration in existing network



Multi-purpose use of electric infrastructure

Underground power grid to be used to charge electric buses, 

TfL fleet cars and utility vehicles + potentially Taxis:

2018: ULEZ - taxis must be „zero-emission capable“ 
Source www.pocket-lint.com 



London’s future ULEV energy needs



Strategic relevance of ELIPTIC to TfL



General description

of the measure

Objectives

• Plan the demand of electric chargers in the city for different types of 
users (private e-cars, public fleet, Urban freight vehicles, taxis, etc)

• Analyse the potential number of charging points that can be connected 
to the railway grid according to implementation forecast and technical 
requirements.

• Analyse the modes in which electric charging points can be connected 
to the railway grid.

• Analyse the operational and infrastructural impact of such connection.
• Define a strategy for BSM to deploy in the near future such connection.

Feasibility analysis to connect electric vehicle charging 

points to the public transport grid in Barcelona



Forecast of the number of EV’s in the 

city of Barcelona

Forecast of the 

number of EV’s

Forecast of the 

need for electric 

charging points

Strategic plan for the deployment of electric charging 

infrastructure (PIRVEC)

PIRVEC Plan – estimation for the city of 

Barcelona

 33 fast charging stations on-street. 

 133 quick charge stations in areas of 

generated mobility and municipal 

public areas (public and private

companies)

 165 slow charging stations

accessible to all users.

Type of vehicle Number of EV's

% over total of 

vehicles

% introduction of 

hybrid % pure electric

cars 360.000 10,0% 7,0% 3,0%

Motorbikes 124.000 12,0% 0,0% 12,0%

vans 54.500 7,0% 4,5% 2,5%

lorries 50 0,1% 0,1% 0,0%

Buses and coaches 540 5,0% 4,0% 0,1%

PECAC (plan for energy and climate change of Catalonia)



Planning the distribution of charging 
points in the city

Steps followed:

1. Analyse all parking areas of the city  

BSM underground parkings (both season 

holder and pay per use)

Regulated Surface parking areas (resident 

and non-resident areas)

Areas for loading/unloading of goods for 

urban freight vehicles

Taxi parking areas (taxi stops)

2. Find the use of the different areas

3. Distribute the forecasted charging points needed taking into consideration:

- The demand of each parking area

- The spatial coverage of the city

- The proximity to railway lines in order to connect them to their grid



Current number of charging points in 
the vicinity of railway lines

The map shows the current railway lines and the

existing charging points for different segments of 

users:

- Underground fast chargers

- Underground – all

- On-street fast charge

- On-street motorbike

- On-street freight vehicles

- On-street taxis

Currently, 190 chargers (connectors) fall in the 

area of influence of railway lines (metro, tram, 

railway)



Parking areas and their use 
(demand)

Freight parking areas cover a relatively high rate of 

surface parking. The app used by carriers monitors

the use of parking. Using this data the occupancy

rates have been calculated.

• 34% of the UFT parking areas have the

potential of being connected to the metro 

grid, since they are located up to 100 meters.

• Fast chargers would be introduced in these

areas

Regulated Surface parking (resident and non-

resident parquing areas) are the largest parking 

segment in the city. It accounts for around 8000 

parking areas, of which a 30% have the potential to 

be connected to the railway grid.

• Regulated on-street parking should have both

fast and rapid chargers.



Parking areas and their use 
(demand)
Underground car parks are very common in the

city of Barcelona, since the cities’ high density of 

population demands a great number of parking 

spaces. BSM and SABA manage most car parks in 

the city

• 22 BSM managed car parks (32% of total) are 

located up to 100 meters of a railway line. Its

charing points would have the potential of being

connected to the public transport grid. 

• Season user areas should include low speed

chargers and “pay per use” rapid chargers.

Taxi stands represent a practical way to recharge

taxis that are waiting for clients. In Barcelona, 44% 

(114) of taxi stands are located very close to the

railway network, hence they have a great potential

to be connected.

• Taxi parking areas should fast chargers or at 

least rapid chargers



Next steps of our analysis

• Determine the location of the new chargers in the city considering the 

forecasted demand, the spatial distribution and the closiness to the 

railway lines in order to have the possibility to connect them to the public 

transport grid. Also, considering operational and infrastructural 

requirements given by BSM and TMB. 



Pillar C Use Cases



• Questions:

– Who are target groups?

– What are inter-/multimodal e-mobility
services? (what are customer benefits?)

– Who needs to be involved (e.g. PPP)?

– What are winning combinations
(at which mobility nodes/hubs)?

– Where to place multi-purpose charging
infrastructure?

– What are (if any) economic advantages
to use existing electric PT infrastructure?

– What are legal barriers?

Pillar C Use Cases



Pillar C Use Cases

Benefits Probability of occurrence

Benefit
categories

High Medium Low

Direct Benefit

Indirect Benefit

Difficult to
determine



Pillar C Use Cases

Cost Probability of occurrence

Cost
categories

High Medium Low

Direct Cost

Indirect Cost

Difficult to
determine
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